Product in Focus
SureFoot® Mat
The SureFoot® Mat improves ‘Welfare for animals and
people’ by providing a safer surface under foot!
How the SureFoot® Mat solves
the problem
1. Reduces the OH&S risks to jockeys by
providing a ‘safer’ surface;
2. It provides a soft and ‘forgiving’ surface
that reduces impact and protects the
hoof’s soft tissue from unnecessary
trauma and damage;
3. 
It’s rubber compound improves the
grip available to the animals, reducing
slippage by as much as 89%;
4. 
The unique diamond pattern helps
provide a secure footing for the animals,
significantly reducing the incidence
of slippage and catastrophic tendon
damage;
5. SureFoot® mats are also quicker and
easier to clean - saving valuable water
and time.

Slipping and Spreading
Asphalt, concrete or other unstable
surfaces in equine facilities can be very
slippery and dangerous. Combined with the
use of metal horse shoes it is a significant
concern for operators. Impacts include:
- 	Potential injury to jockeys when horses
fall over
- 	
Spreading as they attempt to get up
causing catastrophic damage to leg
tendons and lower spine
- 	Destruction of the animal (replacement
cost)
- 	Distress caused to other horses in the
surrounding environment

Easy Installation
SureFoot® Mats are easily installed over
any concrete, metal or timber surface using
SureFoot® fixing products.

A Good Investment
SureFoot® Mat is a simple, yet powerfully
effective product that helps operators
maintain a high level of safety without
the need for ongoing management or
intervention.
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Once installed, SureFoot® Mats
continue to deliver financial and facility
management benefits for many years.

Positive Occupational Health &
Safety Standards
The use of the SureFoot® Mat significantly
increases the safety to jockeys, trainers,
stable hands and other people working
around horses.
Data collected from facilities that use
the SureFoot® Mat shows outstanding
improvements to a safer operating
environment.

Cleaner Environment
The use of SureFoot® Mats provides
exceptional improvement for a cleaner
environment. The level of dust from
dirty surfaces and the harbouring of
harmful bacteria in bedding products is
completely eliminated.

Hard Wearing Rubber
Compound
The SureFoot® Mat is manufactured
using a hard wearing and extremely
durable rubber compound which has
been especially formulated for this
purpose. The compound blend of
recycled and new virgin rubbers also
features superior shock absorbing
properties which provides outstanding
protection for animals.

Cost Savings
Using SureFoot® Mat in an equine facility
costs significantly less for bedding and
labour.

Applications include:
• Breezeways / laneways
• Crossover tracks
• Underpasses
• Equine swimming pools
• Loading ramps
• Racing complex day stalls

